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While there once was a broad range of Chrysler vehicles, today its lineup currently includes just
two models. The sedan's star is dimming, however, as it continues to live on without any major
changes in many years. Minivans are better than SUVs at hauling people and cargoâ€”a fact we
wish more consumers would acceptâ€”and the Pacifica is our current favorite. The Chrysler
launched way back in , but continual updates have kept it attractive and somewhat relevant. If
you're looking for a bargain minivan but the ancient Dodge Grand Caravan doesn't appeal to
your modern sensibility, consider the Chrysler Voyager. The is a big car for folks who want one,
with careful updates since its introduction in have managed to keep it relevant. With a highly
flexible interior and an optional plug-in-hybrid model, the Chrysler Pacifica is the best minivan
you can buyâ€”and better than most SUVs, too. A mere rebadge of the 10Best-winning Pacifica,
Chrysler's Voyager minivan forgoes the frills to bring you an affordable means of family
transportation. Chrysler's full-size has attitude to match its outsize exterior, and it continues to
stand out in a stale segment that contains few other extroverted sedans. Better than the average
crossover in a number of measurable waysâ€”cargo capacity, passenger space, fuel economy,
the list goes onâ€”the minivan is a staple of American culture. Not the worst but not the best
might be an accurateâ€”if less than dazzlingâ€”description of the The once-chic design is
showing its age, but this compact five-door hatchback remains a versatile vehicle for its size.
The Sebring aims at the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry with a four-cylinder and two V-6s, a
six-speed auto, and features such as a gig hard drive for storing music. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Chrysler While there once was a broad range of Chrysler
vehicles, today its lineup currently includes just two models. Starting at. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. The Aspen rides and handles well for such a large, body-on-frame
SUV. When it comes to hauling people and cargo, minivans are better than SUVsâ€”a fact we
wish more consumers would acceptâ€”and the Chrysler Pacifica is our current favorite and the
recipient of an Editors' Choice award. The Pacifica is a thoughtfully designed, comfortable
family van, and its eager driving dynamics are the icing on the cake. Both a regular V-6 engine
and a plug-in hybrid powertrain are offered, and in our testing, each proved to be reasonably
fuel efficient. The second and third rows fold completely flat to transform the Pacifica into a
spacious cargo van, making it perfect for hauling bulky items. The Pacifica's entry-level models
were rebranded as the Voyager for , so we review those bargain models separately. Chrysler
has given its family-hauling Pacifica minivan a makeover for , starting with new exterior styling
that provides a slightly more SUV-like look than the outgoing model. The grille, exterior lighting
elements, rear liftgate, and wheel designs have all been tweaked. All-wheel drive joins the
options sheet â€”although some models will also be available with this featureâ€”and the
hybrid powertrain will be offered on more of the Pacifica's trims. Speaking of trims, the Touring
L Plus model has been discontinued, and a new Pinnacle trim leapfrogs the Limited to become
the Pacifica's top-spec model. Inside, the Pacifica gains a new Driver-assistance features have
been added as standard, including automated emergency braking with pedestrian detection,
lane-departure warning, blind-spot monitoring, and adaptive cruise control, among others. The
mid-range Touring L offers the best mix of features and value as it adds a host of additional
features over the base Touring model. Those standard features include a heated steering wheel,
perforated leather upholstery, heated front seats, and inch wheels. We're fine sticking with
front-wheel drive, but we'll let you make that call if you want all-wheel drive. We'd suggest
sticking with the standard 3. It's not the quickest minivan we've tested, but the front-wheel-drive
Pacifica is far from sluggish it reaches 60 mph in 7. In non-hybrid guise, it packs a hp 3. The
Pacifica hybrid makes less total horsepower only ponies from its 3. In our testing, its
zero-tomph time trailed the gas-powered model by 0. We'll perform instrumented testing on the
all-wheel-drive Pacifica soon and update this review with its results. In addition to being space
efficient, a minivan should also be fuel efficient. The Pacifica Limited we tested delivered an
impressive 31 mpg on our mile highway fuel-economy route, which is tops for minivans. Around
town, we were easily able to match the EPA's mile estimate. On the highway, the Pacifica hybrid
managed We haven't had the opportunity to test the new all-wheel-drive model, but we expect to
update this review with test results soon. Airy, spacious, and packed with cubbies, cupholders,
slide-out bins, and connectivity, the Pacifica is big on the features that minivan buyers love. Fit,
finish, and materials are several steps above the Dodge Grand Caravan , but a few downmarket
plastic pieces lurk inside the cabin. Upscale Limited and Pinnacle models come with a taller
center console which blends more seamlessly with the dashboard, giving those trims a more
SUV-like feel from behind the wheel. The fancy Pinnacle model comes with quilted-leather
upholstery and even offers matching lumbar pillows for the second-row captain's chairsâ€”a
feature we haven't seen since the last time the ultra-luxurious Mercedes-Maybach S-class
visited our office. The Pacifica's standard Stow 'n Go seats offer less padding than those in its
rivals because they need to fold up compactly enough to fit inside the floor bins. As reparation

for relinquishing the Stow 'n Go second row in hybrid models the battery pack takes up all of
the underfloor-storage space , Chrysler engineers added extra cushioning to the standard
captain's chairs. When it comes to hauling cargo, the Pacifica doesn't disappoint. We managed
to fit 53 of our carry-on suitcases inside with all the seats stowed. A built-in vacuum cleaner is
available as an option, but it occupies space that can otherwise be devoted to an optional
mini-spare tire. Chrysler's Uconnect 5 infotainment system is projected onto a glossy Uconnect
5 is new and offers a reconfigurable home screen and Amazon Alexa integration. Acing its
crashworthiness testing would be enough, but the Pacifica adds to its safety standing by
offering nearly every conceivable driver-assistance feature available today. Key safety features
include:. Chrysler offers a warranty package that is par for the class. The Kia Sedona does offer
lengthier terms, but the Pacifica allows for longer use of the roadside-assistance plan. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew
Dorian. Andi Hedrick Car and Driver. More on the Chrysler Pacifica. The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Chrysler.
Chrysler Chrysler SRT. Check out all of our newsworthy partnerships. Families are the focal
point of everything we do, and this gives us the opportunity to help change the lives of the
children most in need. For more information about this remarkable campaign, you can visit their
site at Together with BraunAbility, we're helping to provide assistance dogs to individuals with
disabilities through Canine Companion for Independence. From commercials to vehicle
features, see all the latest videos from Chrysler. Functionality, technology and family have been
at the forefront of everything we do for nearly a century. Find all the latest gear and
merchandise that the Chrysler Brand has to offer. Skip to main content. Menu Main Menu. Main
Menu. Skip to main navigation. Play Video duration. PRIDE Functionality, technology and family
have been at the forefront of everything we do for nearly a century. Previous view. Learn More.
Next view. Find Your Country. Site Map. Contact Us. Search Search. All Rights Reserved.
Starting at price refers to the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive
model may be shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full
pricing details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on
Access to Walter P. Chrysler founded The Chrysler Corporation in , with an eye toward
establishing an entity similar to General Motors. Born in Kansas in , Chrysler began working in
his late teens as an apprentice in the railroad yard in Ellis, Kansas as a machinist and a railroad
mechanic. Over the years, as his experience broadened, Walter P. Storrow recruited Walter P.
Durant, the founder and Chairman of GM, gave Chrysler the three-year deal of a lifetime to get
him to stay. He also got free rein to run Buick automobiles as he saw fitâ€”answering only to
Durant. Around that same time, the owners of the Willys-Overland Motor Company, trying to
turn that company around, approached Chrysler for help. They agreed to pay him two million
dollars a year over a two-year period. He left Willys in when his contract was up. Subsequently,
he was approached to fix Maxwell-Chalmers as he had done at Willys. Instead, Chrysler made
Maxwell the foundation of the Chrysler Corporationâ€”launching the first Chrysler automobiles
in The Chrysler automobiles had air filters, oil filters, full pressure lubrication, and a high
compression engineâ€”all new innovations in In , W. Chrysler started Plymouth and DeSoto,
then went on to buy Dodge in He actively ran the company until , suffered a stroke in , and died
in In so doing, Walter P. Chrysler became one of the few figures in automotive history to start
his own car company and hold on to it until his death. A forward thinking company, the Chrysler
Corporation is credited with the first application of four-wheel hydraulic brakes. It also came up
with rubber engine mounts to make its cars run more smoothly. Additionally, the company
pioneered the use of the ridged wheel lip to keep the tire in place should it deflate. Chrysler is
also credited with building the first mass-produced automobile with an eye toward
aerodynamicsâ€”the Chrysler Airflow. These advanced ideas captured the imagination of the
motoring public and pushed Chrysler into the number two sales position behind GM and ahead
of Ford from to Other Chrysler firsts include unibody construction, the supplanting of
generators with alternators, and the all-transistor car radio. Plymouth became the entry-level
Chrysler brand. DeSoto targeted the medium priced segmentâ€”along with Dodge. The
company offered trucks under the Dodge nameplate as well. The Chrysler automobile brand
was the top model line, and within the Chrysler car's nameplate the flagship Imperial model was
the ultimate offering. Imperial was spun off as its own separate brand in , as the pinnacle
product of the Chrysler Corporation. Mopar a combination of the words MOtor and PARts was
started in as a brand within the corporation, although the term had been coined in the s. Valiant
was eventually brought into Plymouth; DeSoto ultimately met its demise, as did Imperial and
eventually Plymouth as well. Chrysler Corporation was forced to seek financial assistance from
the U. However, this development also spurred further innovation. To cut costs, the company
developed a near-universal front-drive platform capable of supporting a broad range of models.

It also revived the concept of the minivan, which became a huge success. The government
loans were repaid seven years early. The purchase of American Motors in , brought the Jeep
brand into the fold of Chrysler automobiles. The wildly popular Chrysler Câ€”based on an older
Mercedes E Class platformâ€”was a byproduct of that deal. Daimler sold Chrysler in to the
private equity firm Cerberus, although the company was once again on the slippery slope. When
the financial crisis hit, Chrysler found itself petitioning Congress for another loanâ€”this time
side-by-side with GM. The Italian company Fiat came to the rescue and today Walter P. Some
content provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Chrysler Cars Find all that you need
to research Chrysler Cars. Chrysler Sports Cars Chrysler Sebring. Chrysler Hybrids Chrysler
Pacifica Hybrid. The Chrysler , though it's been on sale in its current form for a decade now,
remains one of our top picks in the large sedan class. Highlights include an attractive cabin
design, plenty of head- and legroom, and an easy-to-use infotainment system. Chrysler has
done a good job at keeping this aging four-door current. A muscular V8 engine is available too.
However, the feels a little more ponderous from behind the wheel than some other large sedans.
Also, Chrysler keeps most of the 's advanced driver safety features, such as forward collision
mitigation, as options. For a vehicle like this, we'd expect them to be standard. Overall, though,
we're fond of the Check out our Chrysler Expert Review to get our in-depth take. All trims come
standard with a 3. In the Touring and Touring L, it produces horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The
S model bumps output slightly to hp and lb-ft. Optional for the S is a 5. Rear-wheel drive is
standard across the board, though all-wheel drive is available on Touring and Touring L trims.
Touring The Chrysler Touring comes well equipped with:. Two packages are available for the
Touring to enhance its look from the outside. The Chrome Appearance package includes
chrome exterior trim elements, while the Sport Appearance package substitutes a blacked-out
treatment. Both add inch wheels. Other notable packages include:. Be the first to write a review.
The Chrysler and the Dodge Charger are mechanically related, so their strengths and
drawbacks are virtually the same. The choice really comes down to your personal preference
between the sophisticated and the more raucous Charger. While the Chrysler tops out around
horsepower, the Dodge offers more than double that once you start eyeing the subtly named
Hellcat trims. While not exactly a featherweight, the Avalon does a better job at hiding its mass
in turns, giving it a more athletic presence than the Chrysler The Toyota also features an almost
Lexus-like interior design, making it more upscale inside than the If you don't need the power of
a V8, the Avalon is an excellent choice for a large sedan. The Kia Cadenza is similar to the
Avalon in terms of execution. This is a sizable sedan with a luxurious interior and a comfortable
ride. The Chrysler has a more outgoing personality, but the Kia counters with more standard
advanced safety features. Both are solid choices overall. The least-expensive Chrysler is the
Chrysler Touring 4dr Sedan 3. The Chrysler is offered in the following submodels: Sedan.
Available styles include Touring 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available
for the Chrysler and all its trim types. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chrysler and all model years in our database. Our
rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the featuring deep dives into
trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers
expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video
reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous
testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also
regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every
day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and
whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the
best decision on a car that fits your life. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6
million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Chrysler for sale near.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive
database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Chrysler Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new,
used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information
like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance ,
features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control,
parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type,

tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Chrysler Chrysler Photos Select year - New - New. Other years.
Pros Cabin is quiet, with an upscale look and feel Available V8 engine suits the car's personality
well Touchscreen interface is easy to use Cons Difficult to see out of the back of the vehicle
Advanced driver safety features are optional What's new Limited and C trims no longer
available Minor changes to standard and optional feature availability Part of the second
generation introduced for There is nothing small about the Chrysler It's a large sedan in nearly
every sense of the word, with a spacious, upscale interior, a long wheelbase for a smooth ride,
and muscular engines to move more than two tons of mass. Top it all off with an in-your-face
design and the only thing that's quiet about the is its almost total lack of noise on the road. The
is built for smooth and powerful cruising, and it hits the mark. The optional V8 muscles the big
sedan forward without drama, but lean into it with gusto and you'll be met with a rumbling
exhaust note and powerful thrust. An eight-speed automatic transmission offers crisp and clean
shifts, and some models come with paddles to take over when you like. This isn't a sport sedan,
even in taut S guise, but it does handle athletic tests well. The brake pedal is responsive with
plenty of stopping power. The steering is light and easy to turn at low speeds, and it firms up at
highway speeds to give you a better feel of heft. But on tight turns, the makes its mass felt, even
with a stiffened suspension and sticky tires on the S version. Chrysler delivers on its premium,
near-luxury promise inside the cabin. Very little road noise, and only slightly more from the
wind, is apparent when the is rolling along. The climate control system works impressively fast
and is easy to operate through the main controls. The seats are also plush and supportive, and
even sportier S versions prioritize comfort. Overall, though, the ride is more stiff than you might
expect. Our S test car had a suspension that couldn't quite keep rough roads from being felt in
the interior. Yet it doesn't detract from an otherwise serene drive, and we expect nonS models
handle bumps more effectively. The sometimes feels like more of a house than a car. Interior
space is massive and one of the main reasons to consider purchasing one. Five passengers fit
easily and four fit like kings. The big door openings and flat roofline make it easy to slide in and
out. It offers a huge array of seat and steering wheel adjustments to accommodate drivers of all
shapes and sizes. Big sedans unfortunately come with big blind spots. The high shoulder line
and large pillars are difficult to see around, especially when looking out the rear. Lane changes
should be made with care. Thank goodness for a clear and crisp standard rearview camera. The
factory navigation system is easy to use with simple graphics, if you opt for it. The nine-speaker
Alpine audio system is an add-on, and it provides plenty of thump. Safety features such as
blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert are helpful, and additional features such as
front and rear parking sensors, lane departure and lane keeping assist are available in
packages. Available voice controls are fairly rudimentary but effective, and tech features such
as remote start, car finder and a 4G LTE Wi-Fi hotspot are optional as well. Chrysler made good
use of available space in the Room in the trunk, at The trunk is slightly narrow between the
wheels, but otherwise it's a standout in the large sedan class. Interior storage is also good, with
plenty of cupholders and a wide center console hold that's perfect for small items. Larger
rear-facing child seats should be no problem to install because there is so much space between
the rear seats and the front. You can even get three of them side by side, and the ample door
openings make installation a snap. We averaged 17 mpg in our combined testing miles, with an
The 's interior is solidly built. Chrysler paid a lot of attention to fit and finish, and the quality of
the materials is also pleasing. But the pricing can run uncomfortably high, especially if you get
the V8 and a bunch of optional features. At that point, you might consider buying a
luxury-branded sedan. Chrysler's warranty coverage is average. The 's rather timeless design is
a rarity in an industry that changes drastically every few years. It backs up that classic look with
a focus on interior space and smooth performance. You do have to choose between the too
hard S and the too soft versions, but the makes up for it with a combination of airtight luxury
and intoxicating style. Unless you really want the optional V8 in the S, we think the Touring L
offers the best bang for your buck. It doesn't cost much more than the Touring, and it adds
some nice luxury touches and safety items. Perhaps more important is the greater breadth of
customization offered by numerous available option packages. Touring L Selecting the Touring
L adds: inch wheels inch wheels with AWD Remote engine start Auto-dimming driver's side

mirror Power-adjustable passenger seat Heated front seats Leather upholstery Front and rear
parking sensors alert you to obstacles that may not be visible in front of or behind the vehicle
when parking Blind-spot monitor with rear cross-traffic alert warns you if a vehicle is in your
blind spot during a lane change or while reversing The Chrome Appearance and Sport
Appearance packages are also available for the Touring L. Read more. Find savings on the for
sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the
Trending topics in reviews. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:.
Get started Already have a dealer quote? Lane Departure Warning Optional lane departure
warning and lane keeping assist warn drivers if they drift out of their lane and will make minor
steering corrections. SiriusXM Guardian SiriusXM Guardian is standard and includes automatic
crash notification, roadside assistance and stolen vehicle assistance. Side Impact Test Good.
Chrysler vs. Dodge Charger The Chrysler and the Dodge Charger are mechanically related, so
their strengths and drawbacks are virtually the same. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Related Articles. FAQ Is the Chrysler a good car? The Edmunds experts tested the both on the
road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Chrysler fuel economy, so it's
important to know that the gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg to 23 mpg, depending on the
configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that the has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To
determine whether the Chrysler is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which
come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the 's average consumer rating to that
of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Chrysler is a
good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the is a good car for you. Other versions include: Touring 4dr Sedan 3. If you're interested in the
Chrysler , the next question is, which model is right for you? More about the Chrysler Chrysler
Overview The Chrysler is offered in the following submodels: Sedan. What do people think of
the Chrysler ? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Chrysler and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's
a good price for a New Chrysler ? Which Chrysler s are available in my area? Can't find a new
Chrysler s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I
lease or buy a Chrysler ? Check out Chrysler lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the
drive? How comfortable is the ? How economical is the ? Is the a good value? Within a few
years he became plant manager at Buick under Charles W. Nash, then took over for him as
Buick president. Thus was born the last of America's "Big Three" automakers though it wasn't
formally incorporated until That first Chrysler was the foundation of the company's early
success. It was designed with instrumental assistance from three superb engineers: Fred Zeder,
Carl Breer, and Owen Skelton, the "Three Musketeers" who would dominate the design of
Chrysler Corporation products throughout the '30s. It couldn't miss, and it didn't. By ,
production was up from 32, to some , Sixes remained Chrysler's mainstay through , when the
make offered four different engines ranging from The smallest was the four-main-bearing job in
the cheap CJ-Series; the others were derived from the original design. The Chrysler line then
moved rapidly upmarket in price, prestige, and power. The reason was the company's
expansion via the acquisition of Dodge and introduction of DeSoto and Plymouth. Given his GM
experience, it's no surprise that Walter Chrysler wanted a similar make "ladder" running from
low-priced Plymouths to premium Chryslers to keep customers in his corporate camp. At first,
DeSoto, not Dodge, was the step up from Plymouth; their price positions wouldn't be reversed
until the mid-'30s. Imperial had arrived in to answer Cadillac, though this would always be more
of a prestige leader than high money-earner. Also unlike GM's luxury make, Imperials built
through weren't the products of a separate division, just the finest Chryslers, though they
usually rivaled Cadillac in most every way. A notable exception is that Imperial didn't try to
match Cadillac's costly V and V engines of the '30s -- wise, considering how poorly those sold
in the devastated Depression market. Imperial reached a pinnacle in , when Chrysler introduced
its first eights. The largest was naturally reserved for Imperial: a smooth, low-revving cid L-head
with nine main bearings and bhp. Despite weighing nearly pounds, these majestic cars could
reach 96 mph and do mph in 20 seconds. Styling heavily influenced by the Cord L , was
distinctive: long and low, with gracefully curved fenders and a rakish grille. Hard times made
sales scarce, but these Imperials provided glorious motoring at relatively modest prices. They
remain among the most beautiful Chryslers ever built -- particularly the custom-bodied
examples from the likes of Locke, Derham, Murphy, Waterhouse, and especially LeBaron.
Though most coachbuilders perished in the Depression, Chrysler hired Ray Dietrich, one of the

partners in LeBaron, to head its styling department such as it was in the late '30s. Chrysler also
offered an eight-cylinder CD-Series priced about half as much as Imperials, with engines of
There was also a DeLuxe Eight with 95 bhp from But sixes still anchored the line, as they would
through In the '30s these became progressively larger and more potent, reaching Meantime,
Chrysler cemented its reputation for advanced engineering with the debut of "Floating Power"
rubber engine mounts. They were standard on all models, as were automatic spark control,
free-wheeling, and rustproofed bodies. Welded steel bodies were an innovation from the
previous year. To prove their strength, Chrysler persuaded a five-ton elephant to climb atop a
sedan at Coney Island in one of the firm's many famous period publicity stunts. Fortunately, the
body held. Chrysler also offered an optional four-speed manual transmission, basically a
three-speed unit with an extra-low first gear. But hardly anyone used "emergency low," so this
was dropped after Interiors were lavish during these years, especially on Imperials and Chrysler
Eights, which came with full instrumentation in a polished walnut panel. After making few
changes through , Chrysler made a major one, summoning the future with the most-radical
production car yet attempted by a U. Widely recognized as the first truly modern automobile, the
Airflow was an "engineer's" car, which was hardly surprising. What was curious is that normally
canny Walter Chrysler approved its daring concept without much regard for whether the public
would like it. As the story goes, Carl Breer spotted a squadron of Army Air Corps planes flying
overhead in , which inspired him to push with Zeder and Skelton for a streamlined automobile
employing aircraft-type design principles. Wind-tunnel tests suggested a modified teardrop
shape and ultimately the Airflow name. Placing the eight-cylinder engines over the front axles
made for considerable passenger space. Seats were an industry-leading 50 inches across, and
there was more than enough interior room for even the burly Walter P. What's more, the forward
drivetrain positioning enabled all passengers to sit within the wheelbase, thus improving ride
comfort for those in back. A beam-and-truss body engineered along aircraft principles provided
great strength with less weight. Oliver Clark followed all these dictates with exterior styling that
seemed downright strange. The Custom Imperial looked best, its long wheelbase allowing the
rounded lines to be stretched out more -- and they needed every inch of stretch they could get.
But there was no denying Airflow performance. At the Bonneville Salt Flats a '34 Imperial coupe
ran the flying-mile at Airflows were strong, too. In Pennsylvania, one was hurled off a foot cliff
another publicity stunt ; it landed wheels down and was driven away. Unfortunately, the
massive cost and effort of retooling delayed Airflow sales until January June for Custom
Imperials. Then, jealous competitors -- mainly GM -- began running "smear" advertising that
claimed the cars were unsafe. All this blunted public interest that was initially quite favorable
despite the newfangled styling, and prompted rumors that the Airflow was flawed. While most
makes boosted volume by up to 60 percent from rock-bottom '33, Chrysler rose only 10 percent.
It could have been worse -- and was for DeSoto, which banked entirely on Airflows that year all
sixes. Yet the Airflow wasn't nearly the disaster it's long been portrayed to be. Though Chrysler
dropped from eighth to tenth in model-year output for , it went no lower through '37, the
Airflow's final year, when it rose to ninth. And though the cars did lose money, the losses were
far from crippling. The Airflow's most-lasting impact was to discourage Chrysler from fielding
anything so adventurous for a very long time. Not until would the firm again reach for industry
design leadership. There were also two immediate results of the sales experience. First, planned
Airflow-style Plymouths and Dodges were abruptly canceled. Second, Chrysler Division
regrouped around more-orthodox "Airstream" Sixes and Eights for and ' Though not pure
Airflow, this design's "pontoon" fenders, raked-backed radiators, and teardrop-shape headlamp
pods provided a strong family resemblance, yet wasn't so wild that it discouraged customers.
Airstreams literally carried Chrysler in those years. Most Chryslers and all '38s had transitional
styling of the period "potato school," carrying barrel grilles, rounded fenders, and pod-type
headlamps. Ornate dashboards grouped gauges in front of the driver on '37s, in a central panel
for ' Offered in both years were revamped non-Airflow models comprising six-cylinder Royals
and eight-cylinder standard and Custom Imperials. An interesting hybrid was the New York
Special combining the year's new inch-wheelbase Royal chassis with Imperial's Distinguished
by a color-keyed interior, it came only as a four-door sedan a business coupe was planned, but
it's doubtful any were produced. All eights were now five-main-bearing side-valve engines the
nine-main unit was dropped after ' Volume recovered from the low of some 36, to over , by , only
to drop by half for recession '38; still Chrysler remained ninth. The division fell back to 11th
place for despite improved volume of near 72, -- and handsome new Ray Dietrich styling.
Headlamps moved stylishly into the fenders above a lower grille composed of vertical bars, and
all fenders were lengthened. Adding to the list of Chrysler engineering firsts was "Superfinish,"
a new process of mirror-finishing engine and chassis components to minimize friction. Several
familiar model names bowed for Windsor as a Royal subseries , New Yorker, and Saratoga.

Topping the line was the C Custom Imperial: two long sedans and one limo on a
inch-wheelbase. All eight-cylinder offerings used the same Dating from , it would remain in
production until the breakthrough hemispherical-head V-8 of Walter Chrysler died in August
after turning over the presidency to his chosen successor, K. Keller, in But engineers continued
running Chrysler with Keller's wholehearted support. Styling remained conservative,
construction sound, value good. Chrysler Division fared well in the immediate prewar years,
rising to 10th place on over 92, units for , then to 8th for '41 with nearly , Much of this was owed
to a now very broad range of models and prices. Longer wheelbases accompanied new Chrysler
bodies with notchback profiles, separate fenders, and smooth lines. The result, as one wag
said, "wouldn't knock your eyes out, but wouldn't knock your hat off either. Royal and Windsor
Sixes rode a Eights began with the new Traveler, New Yorker, and Saratoga on a A The eight
now delivered bhp, the six produced or bhp. Two striking show cars from LeBaron by then
owned by Briggs Manufacturing, Chrysler's longtime body supplier appeared during ; six of
each were built. The Newport, designed by Ralph Roberts, was an Imperial-based dual-cowl
phaeton with "melted-butter" streamlining. It paced the Indianapolis The Thunderbolt, penned
by Briggs' Alex Tremulis and built on the New Yorker chassis, had even sleeker flush-fender
styling, plus a three-person bench seat and a novel, fully retracting hard top. Both cars hid their
headlamps behind metal doors, a preview of DeSotos. Unlike other period "woodies," this one
was fairly graceful -- and functional, with "clamshell" center-opening rear doors. Still, only were
built for the model year, mostly the nine-seat type. A new variation on the familiar four-door was
the attractive Town Sedan. Available in each series, it bore rear-roof quarters sans side
windows, plus front- instead of rear-hinged back doors. Wheelbases were trimmed an inch for
all '41 Chryslers save Crown Imperials. Grilles became simpler, taillamps more ornate. The
Traveler departed, but Saratogas expanded to include club and business coupes, two- and
four-door sedans, and Town Sedan. Several interesting new upholstery choices arrived:
Highlander, a striking combination of Scots plaid and leatherette; Saran, a woven plastic and
leatherette created for certain open models; and Navajo, a pattern resembling the blankets of
those Southwest Indians. The year's main new technical gimmick was optional "Vacamatic"
transmission, a semiautomatic with two Low and two High gears; you shifted only to go
between the ranges. Vacamatic was combined with Fluid Drive introduced in '39 , which allowed
the driver to start and stop without using the clutch. A major facelift achieved a smoother look
for '42 by wrapping the horizontal grille bars right around to the front fenders. A sleeker hood
opened from the front instead of the sides, and running boards were newly hidden beneath
flared door bottoms. Highlander Plaid returned along with a new upholstery option called
Thunderbird, also inspired by Indian motifs. Increased bore brought the six to Like other Detroit
cars, Chryslers built after January 1, used painted metal instead of chrome trim per government
order. The division built only cars that calendar year and close to 36, for the model year. It then
turned out anti-aircraft guns, Wright Cyclone aero engines, land-mine detectors, radar units,
marine engines, and "Sea Mule" harbor tugs; tanks were its most famous wartime product.
When they could during the war, small teams of designers and engineers would work on ideas
for postwar Chryslers -- largely smoother versions of the models with fully wrapped bumpers
and grilles, thinner A- and B-pillars, and skirted rear fenders. But like most every other Detroit
producer, Chrysler needed only warmed-over '42s to satisfy the huge seller's market that
developed postwar, and that's what it offered through early These cars wore less fender
brightwork but a new eggcrate grille -- one of Detroit's shiniest faces. All prewar offerings
returned save Crown Imperial sedans, and engines were slightly detuned. But only a handful of
each were built, all basically prototypes. All were built in , a good three years before General
Motors began making sales hay with "hardtop convertibles. Postwar inflation pushed prices up
dramatically. Prices would continue rising through decade's end, when a Crown Imperial went
for nearly double its figure. Even so, Chrysler ranked among the top in industry production for
The Traveler name returned for a luxurious Windsor utility sedan with special paint and interior
and an attractive wood luggage rack. Unlike DeSoto's similar Suburban, it had a separate trunk
instead of fold-down triple seats and wood rear floorboards. Also making a belated comeback
was the eight-passenger Crown Imperial sedan. Chrysler planned a redesigned Silver
Anniversary line for late '48, but ran into delays. Though streamlined styling with integral,
skirted fenders had been considered for the all-postwar "second-series" '49s, Keller insisted on
bolt-upright bodies with vast interior space. He got them, but with some loss in sales appeal.
Output fell to some , for model-year '49, and Chrysler slipped back to 12th in the industry race.
Overall, the '49 Chryslers were ornate, with massive chrome-laden grilles, prominent brightwork
elsewhere, and curious vertical taillights except on Crown Imperials which were spared the
gaudy devices. Wheelbases were generally longer. Royals and Windsors now spanned Engines
were largely unchanged. Chrysler-based customs were still around in the late '40s, many built

by Derham of Rosemont, Pennsylvania. In Derham offered a Crown Imperial town limousine, as
well as numerous one-offs such as a dual-cowl Imperial phaeton and a New Yorker coupe that
resembled a Lincoln Continental with a Chrysler front end. Derham also tried the padded-top
treatment on a handful of '49 New Yorker sedans. Chrysler itself built custom formal sedans,
and A. Wildest of all was a promotional New Yorker parade car done up as a giant Zippo lighter.
Chrysler entered the '50s as a lower-medium-price make with seven series and 24 models. By it
was an upper-medium line with 15 models spanning four series. Styling and engineering
improved rapidly, and the dowdy L-head cars of gave way to exciting high-performance
machines by mid-decade. Chrysler also had some of the best-looking tailfins of the age. Those
fins, which premiered as tack-ons for '55, were the work of Virgil M. Exner, who came from
Studebaker to head corporate styling in Exner favored "classic" design elements: upright
grilles, circular wheel openings, rakish silhouettes. But the practical, boring boxes of K. Keller
then preparing for retirement weren't selling, and before Exner could get out anything
completely new, Chrysler Division's yearly volume had dropped from , to barely , Predictably,
the Chryslers were repeats of the all-new postwar '49 models save the usual trim shuffles and a
broader chrome eggcrate smile. A Deluxe Imperial sedan with custom interior was added, but
the big news was Chrysler's first volume hardtop coupe. Unlike later systems, this one
employed two discs expanding inside a drum. Saratoga, another peripheral seller, would depart
after though it would be back. So would a revived Traveler, a Deluxe-trim Windsor utility sedan
something of a contradiction. Standard and Deluxe Windsors and New Yorkers then carried on
until 's "Hundred Million Dollar Look," when only Deluxes were offered sans remaining long
sedans and Imperials; the latter were newly marketed as a separate make. With one singular
exception, Chryslers didn't change much from through ' Wheelbases stayed the same
throughout, as did basic styling, though a more conservative grille marked the '51s. The '52s
were all but identical; the firm didn't even keep separate production figures. Taillights are the
only way to tell them apart: the '52s had built-in backup lamps. The '53s gained slightly bulkier
lower-body sheetmetal, more chrome, and one-piece windshields. The '54s were a little
"brighter" still. Body and series assignments also stood pat, though brought a revived Custom
Imperial line with sedan and limousine on a The above-mentioned exception was 's new
hemispherical-head V-8, Chrysler's greatest achievement of the decade. Highland Park's
early-'50s styling may have been bland, but its engineering was still anything but. The brilliant
"Hemi" was simply the latest example. Still, the Chrysler six had long dominated division sales,
so its complete disappearance after surprised some. Then, too, the Hemi left fewer buyers for
the six: well over , in , but only some 45, by ' Colbert took over as company president in with
several goals. The main ones were decentralized division management, a total redesign for all
makes as soon as possible, and an ambitious program of plant expansion and financing. Giving
the divisions freer reign meant that people close to retail sales would have more say in mapping
policy. The Hemi polished Chrysler's image in a big way, and quickly spread to other company
nameplates. First offered on the '51 Saratoga, New Yorker, and Imperial, it wasn't really a new
idea, but it did have exceptional volumetric efficiency and delivered truly thrilling performance.
Despite lower compression that allowed using lower-octane fuel than most other postwar
overhead-valve V-8s, the Hemi produced far more power for a given displacement. And it had
plenty of power even in initial cid form. An early prototype recorded bhp on the dynamometer
after minor modifications to camshaft, carburetors, and exhaust. Drag racers would later extract
up to bhp. But the Hemi was complex and costly to build, requiring twice as many rocker shafts,
pushrods, and rockers; heads were heavy, too. All versions were thus phased out by in favor of
more-conventional "wedge-head" V-8s. But the Hemi was too good to lose, and it would return
in Highland Park's great midsize muscle cars of the '60s. Of course, the Hemi made for some
very hot Chryslers in the '50s. By dint of its lighter Windsor chassis, the Hemi Saratoga was the
fastest in the line up to , able to scale mph in as little as 10 seconds and reach nearly mph
flat-out -- straight from the showroom. However, millionaire Briggs Cunningham began building
rakish Hemi-powered sports cars for European road races, and his C-5R ran third overall at Le
Mans '53 at an average of Then came Chrysler's own mighty C packing a stock Hemi tuned for
bhp -- the most ever offered in a regular-production U. But it was worth the expense, boosting
model-year volume to over , units and bringing appearance up to par with performance at last.
Evolved from an early-'50s series of Exner-designed, Ghia-built Chrysler "idea cars," the '55s
were clean and aggressive-looking on a slightly longer inch wheelbase. Windsor DeLuxe was
treated to a new cid Hemi with bhp. New Yorker retained a rated at bhp. The '56s looked even
better -- rare for a period facelift -- and offered even more power. Windsors moved up to the with
bhp standard and optional. New Yorker offered bhp via a bored-out Hemi. That year's B used the
same engine tweaked to bhp; with a hot multicarb option it delivered bhp -- making this the first
Detroit V-8 to break the magic "1 hp per cu. Chevy would manage the trick for '57, but only with

fuel injection. Exner's work was never better than on the '57 Chryslers: longer, much lower,
wider, and sleeker, with modest grilles and graceful fins. They still look good today. That year's
C was breathtaking: big and powerful yet safe and controllable -- and offered as a convertible
for the first time. A unique trapezoidal grille set it apart from other models. Regis,
conservatively two-toned and boasting slightly ritzier interiors than standard Newports. Neither
returned for '57, but the previous year's Newport hardtop sedans, a hasty answer to GM, would
carry on well into the '70s. Saratoga returned as Chrysler's midrange '57 series and promptly
sold more than 37, copies. It again offered a performance premium in its bhp, cid Hemi.
Windsors boasted horses. New Yorkers moved up to an enlarged with bhp; in the C this engine
delivered an incredible or bhp. Nobody ran the period "horsepower race" better than Chrysler.
The division had merely caught up in the "transmission race" with fully automatic two-speed
PowerFlite, which bowed in late to replace semiautomatic "Fluid Drive. Also that year, both
transmissions switched to the now-famous -- or infamous -- pushbutton controls, mounted in a
handy pod to the left of the steering wheel. PowerFlite-equipped '55s used a slender wand to the
right of the helm. Though this looked stiletto-lethal, it crumpled harmlessly on impact.
Chrysler's '57 styling was superb, but offering a second all-new design in three years led to
hasty, sub-standard workmanship and a tendency to early body rust -- one reason relatively few
of these cars survive today. A series of plant strikes didn't help. Even so, Chrysler moved close
to , cars for the model year, down from the , of '56 but still good for 10th in industry production.
No discussion of Chrysler in the '50s is complete without mentioning "Torsion-Aire Ride," a
corporate staple from until the early '80s. Packard had its excellent four-wheel "Torsion Level"
system for , so the idea wasn't really new. But Torsion-Aire was in far more driveways, and
proved once and for all that American cars could be made to handle. Instead of sending road
shock into the chassis or body like coil or leaf springs, torsion bars absorbed most of it by
twisting against their mounts. Chrysler used them only at the front, likely more for
engine-compartment space than improved geometry, but it complemented them with a
conventional rear end specially calibrated to maximize the bars' effectiveness. A deep national
recession and continuing subpar quality made a terrible year for Chrysler Division. Volume
plunged to less than 64,, and the make dropped to 11th, still trailing Cadillac as it had since ' A
mild facelift was generally not for the better except on the D, which was all but identical to the
'57 C-model. A more substantial restyle marked the "lion-hearted" '59s. Though arguably less
graceful in appearance, they scored close to 70, sales in a mild Detroit recovery. The switch to
wedge-head V-8s introduced a with bhp for Windsor and for Saratoga; a bigger-bore gave in
New Yorker and bhp in the E. Though not as efficient as the Hemi, the wedge was much simpler
and cheaper to build. The Chrysler E has been long chided as a weakling next to its
Hemi-powered predecessors, but road tests said the E was just as quick as a D. With Even so,
production was just hardtops and a mere convertibles, a record low that would stand until '
After flirting with a GM-style five-division structure in the '50s, Highland Park was back to just
Dodge and Chrysler-Plymouth by The firm introduced its first compact that year, the Valiant, but
it wasn't badged a Chrysler. Indeed, C-P repeatedly declared throughout the '60s that there
would never be a small Chrysler. Let Buick, Olds, and Pontiac rush to compacts. Dodge and
Plymouth would field -- and sometimes suffer with -- smaller cars; Chryslers would remain big,
brawny and luxurious. And so they would, all the way into the mid-'70s. The models were the
last of the outlandishly finned Exner-styled Chryslers and the first to employ full unit
construction instead of traditional body-on-frame even the old Airflow had body panels welded
to a separate cage frame. Since "unibodies" were held together more by welds than nuts and
bolts, they didn't suffer so much from looseness or rattles. But they were definitely more prone
to rust -- as many a sad owner found out. Stylewise, the Chrysler models were highly sculptured
but as clean as the deft '57s. Chrome was tastefully handled, superstructures were glassy
especially windshields , and inverted trapezoid grilles conferred an aggressive like appearance.
Returning from '59 were optional swiveling front seats that pivoted outward through an
automatic latch release when a door was opened. Wheelbases and engines stood pat for The
Saratoga was in its last year. Windsor would also depart for good, after ' Top-liners were
confined to six varieties of luxury New Yorker and the F. By decade's end, New Yorker regularly
scored over 30, annual sales. Prices were just below Imperial's but about equal to those of the
larger Buicks. By far the most-exciting Chrysler was the sixth-edition "letter-series" with a racy
yet simple new "cross-hair" grille, four-place bucket-seat interior, road-hugging suspension,
and newly optional French-made Pont-a-Mousson four-speed gear-box. The F rode hard, but
cornered better than any other car of its size. And it was a flyer. New "ram-induction"
manifolding lifted its V-8 to or bhp, good for standing quarter-miles of 16 seconds at 85 mph. A
half-dozen different axle ratios were available for even greater speed. With the 3. The '61 line
was mostly a repeat of save somewhat more contrived styling. Windsor moved up to replace

Saratoga; taking its place was a downpriced base series called Newport. By , Newport's annual
sales were exceeding , The '61 carried a bhp V-8; Windsor and New Yorker retained their
previous engines. That year's G didn't offer the four-speed option, but returned to inch wheels
versus 14s for the first time since Though Highland Park's fortunes were shaky in these years,
Chrysler Division actually improved its volume and industry rank. After sinking to 12th with over
77, cars for , it finished 11th on better than 96, units for ' Nevertheless, the company's general
sales difficulties hastened a management shakeup that had an immediate effect on products. At
the end of July , a beleaguered "Tex" Colbert retired as president, a role he had resumed in
when William Newberg quit the post after two months amid allegations of having financial
interests in several Chrysler suppliers. This ushered in former administrative vice-president
Lynn A. Townsend, who then became chairman in January , with Virgil Boyd as president
through early These changes also prompted Exner, who was often blamed for the sales woes, to
leave in late after shaping the '63 corporate line. His replacement was Elwood Engel, recruited
from Ford and part of the design team on the elegant '61 Lincoln Continental. In , Chrysler
fielded what Exner called the "plucked chickens": basically '61s shorn of fins. The s had "the
crisp, clean custom look" -- chiseled but chunky. For came Engel's smooth, squarish bodies
with fenders edged in bright metal, one of his signatures. Among the finless '62s was a new
four-model group of "non-letter" s: convertible, hardtop coupe, and four-doors with and without
B-pillars. All carried the same engine as the now-departed Windsor and could be optioned with
sporty features like center console and front bucket seats. As a result, letter-series volume
dropped from about for '61 to just Chrysler's New Yorker was downgraded to the junior inch
wheelbase for , becoming the same general size as the less-costly Chryslers, yet sales were
strong in both years. Arriving as "spring specials" were a Pace Setter hardtop and convertible
and the New Yorker Salon hardtop sedan. The former, commemorating Chrysler's selection as
pace car for that year's Indianapolis , was identified by crossed checkered-flag emblems and
special trim. Minus the Pace Setters, this lineup repeated for '64 with largely untouched engines
and styling. The J came only as a hardtop; the convertible was reinstated with the K. Just Js
were built in all, a record low for Chrysler's limited edition, but the K saw a healthy plus. The
last of the true letter-series cars was the L of It saw copies, including a mere convertibles. None
of these were quite the stormers that previous s were, but they remained the most roadable
Chryslers and among the best handling of all big Detroiters. Sales lost to the non-letter s is what
killed them, of course. Chrysler did very well for , selling over , Newports, nearly 30, non-letter s
and almost 50, New Yorkers. Things were even better for ' the nearly doubled and Newport
climbed by 42, units. The post Engel Chryslers were shorter than their Exner forebears but just
as spacious inside. Wheelbase was inches for all models except wagons through '66, then
inches. Expanding the '67 line were the Newport Custom two- and four-door hardtops and
four-door sedan. Deluxe interiors were the big attraction: jacquard cloth and textured vinyl, plus
pull-down center armrests. Like other '67 Chryslers, the Custom dash sprouted no fewer than
eight toggle switches, three thumbwheels, 16 pushbuttons, three sliding levers, and 12 other
assorted controls. Vinyl-covered lift handles appeared on Custom trunklids, and there were
"over chrome accents along the sides, plus 15 gold crown medallions. All typically came with
vinyl upholstery instead of the cloth-and-vinyl of Newport sedans. It didn't catch on and thus
was dropped after ' Sportsgrain convertibles must be rare indeed, as Chrysler built only total
ragtop Newports for ' More popular that year were the added Newport Special two- and
four-door hardtops with a turquoise color scheme, later extended to s. Engine choices for '65
involved and bhp s for Newport and , a with or bhp for New Yorker and L. The more-potent
gained 10 horses for '66, when a huge big-block arrived as standard New Yorker fare, rated at
bhp. The s adopted it for , when a hp version was added. The s stood pat for , but the s were
retuned to and bhp, this despite the advent of federal emissions standards. These moves and
the conservative Engel styling paid off in vastly higher volume: ,plus for '65, nearly , the
following year. Though sales dipped to some , for '67, Chrysler ran 10th in industry output in
each of these years, then claimed ninth with production that just topped the '66 record. The
all-new "fuselage-styled" '69s did almost as well. Despite remaining on the inch wheelbase, all
models were bigger than ever: almost inches long and nearly 80 inches wide -- about as big as
American cars would ever get. Chrysler models in the s changed only in detail, but midyear,
Chrysler introduced the first Cordobas: a Newport hardtop coupe and sedan with paint, vinyl
roof, bodyside moldings, wheels, and grille all colored gold, plus unique "Aztec Eagle"
upholstery. A well-equipped Newport hardtop also arrived with TorqueFlite, vinyl roof, and other
extras as standard. A reminder, but not a revival, of the great letter-series in was Chrysler's H.
The "H" stood for Hurst, maker of the floor-mounted shifter used for the TorqueFlite automatic.
Performance goodies abounded -- special road wheels, white-letter tires, a tuned V-8,
heavy-duty suspension -- set off by a gold-and-white paint job, custom hood, trunklid spoiler,

special grille, pinstriping, and unique interior. Only were built. Also appearing for were
Chrysler's last big convertibles, a Newport and that saw respective production of just and units.
They've since become minor collector's items. Vast changes in corporate administration were
evident by Quality control had become an end in itself as engineers struggled to correct
Chrysler Corporation's poor reputation in that area. On the administrative side, Townsend had
consolidated Colbert's old decentralized structure and moved to strengthen divisional identities
between Dodge and Chrysler-Plymouth. Still, the firm would travel a very rocky road in the '70s.
The Chrysler brand stayed with its basic formula through Style variations through '72 came via
easy-change items that became a bit tackier with time. The '73s gained blockier lower-body
sheet metal and a more-conventional front, with bigger bumpers per federal requirement. New
for '71 was a low-priced Newport Royal subseries with standard bhp V-8, an enlarged version of
the corporate small-block engine introduced in the mid-'60s. A stroked cid version of the , more
adaptable to emissions tuning, replaced it for '72, then disappeared with the and all Royal
models. Other Chryslers relied on the with added emission controls that sapped power, which
was down to bhp by '73 -- though that was in more-realistic SAE net measure, not the old gross
rating. Overall, Chrysler did fairly well in this period. Sales fell to around , for , but recovered to
nearly , for '72, then to ,plus. Nevertheless, Chrysler still couldn't seem to beat Cadillac, trailing
GM's flagship every year in 11th place. Sales sank mightily in the wake of the first energy crisis
despite a completely redesigned crop of models, still on a inch wheelbase but about five inches
shorter than the "fuselage" generation. Styling was crisper but more slab-sided, announced by
pseudo-classic square grilles, a period fad that Chrysler had studiously avoided before. The last
was now quite like the Imperial, which was again being marketed as a Chrysler but was still
registered as a separate make. After '75, Imperial actually became a Brougham via the
badge-engineering so long practiced by Chrysler -- to the confusion of customers up and down
the corporate line. Few in Highland Park had foreseen the energy crisis, which only accelerated
the buyer resistance to big cars that had been building as a result of galloping sticker prices.
Sales of the record-priced s dropped to levels, and a two-month backlog quickly piled up, yet
chairman Townsend refused to slash prices. Instead, he slashed production. By early November
, corporate sales were down 34 percent -- not as bad as GM's 43 percent loss, but more serious,
as Chrysler's fixed costs were spread over much smaller volume. The results were employee
layoffs and an unsold inventory of , units by early Finally, Chrysler offered something no one in
Detroit ever had: cash rebates -- essentially paying people to buy. Other automakers had little
choice but to follow. It amounted to throwing money away in an attempt to lose less on the
balance sheets, but it was a necessary, if drastic, step. Sharp reversals in the car industry
prompted a complete rethink that must have seemed quite alien for Chrysler, a company that
had solemnly promised never to build a smaller car. But a new philosophy was emerging that
echoed some remarks of then-outgoing president K. Keller, who suggested Chrysler should
"get back to design for function, with more stress on utility. The most visible evidence of the
new order was the Cordoba. Though this personal-luxury coupe broke new ground for the
marque, it wasn't at all daring: largely a twin to that year's revamped Dodge Charger, with
styling that looked like a cross between the sleek Jaguar XJ6 and semi-baroque Chevrolet
Monte Carlo. On a inch wheelbase, this new Cordoba was the shortest Chrysler since the war -and only 2. Cordoba was billed as "the new small Chrysler," which it was, and something of a
road car, which it wasn't despite standard antiroll bars and steel-belted radial tires. Reflecting
its true character were interiors upholstered in crushed velour or vinyl with brocade cloth. Save
higher prices, the rest of the line was little changed for The accent was now strictly on luxury
with a modicum of "efficiency" thrown in. The opulent New Yorker Brougham boasted standard
leather, velour, or brocade upholstery, plus shag carpeting, "test-tube" walnut appliques, and
filigree moldings. Economy, such as it was, got a little help from numerically lower axle ratios
and a new "Fuel Pacer" option -- an intake manifold-pressure sensor hooked to a warning light
that glowed during heavy-footed moments. Chrysler fielded something even smaller for the
mid-size, pound, M-body LeBaron. Cleanly styled in the boxy Mercedes idiom on a The full-size
line was mildly facelifted, and Newport Custom departed. Cordoba soldiered on in two
little-changed models. All offered and bhp versions of the hoary cid "Slant Six" as alternatives
to optional and bhp cid V-8s. The slow-selling full-sizers were further reduced by dropping
pillared four-doors. The V-8 was still available for them, but most were ordered with the
standard LeBaron had bowed with square headlamps newly approved by Washington. Cordoba
now got them, too. For , Chrysler issued downsized big sedans on a Built on the firm's vintage
intermediate platform, these ostensibly "new" R-body models were considerably smaller and
lighter than the old mastodons, but still looked big and heavy -- which they were. Sales were
underwhelming: about , in a record Detroit year. Reviving the spirit of the great letter-series was
a midyear option group for Cordoba comprising unique trim, bucket seats, cross-hair grille, and

a bhp cid V By this point, a gathering financial crisis was threatening Chrysler Corporation's
very existence. But help was already onboard in the person of newly named chairman Lee A.
Iacocca, the recently ousted president of Ford who'd arrived in late He arrived none too soon.
That's when I knew I was in really deep trouble. I couldn't find out anything. I already knew
about the lousy cars, the bad morale, and the deteriorating factories. But I simply had no idea
that I wouldn't even be able to get hold of the right numbers so that we could begin to attack
some basic problems. New products to answer some of Chrysler's problems were nearing
completion when Iacocca came in; others were further away. None would have appeared
without the federal loan guarantees Iacocca managed to coax from a reluctant United States
Congress in mid For the Chrysler line, this situation dictated a holding action for , though with a
few game attempts at something different. Prime among the latter was a second-generation
Cordoba, a crisply reskinned LeBaron coupe on the same It was a fair success its first year at
some 54, units, but annual volume then fell to less than half of that through '83, after which
Cordoba said adios. A bhp V-8 was optional for ; choices then thinned to a standard bhp, cid
Slant-Six or a bhp V A less-expensive LS edition for again tried to evoke letter-series memories,
but few were sold. A much happier fate awaited the M-body LeBaron, which also looked terminal
but would run a good deal longer. It was facelifted for with bolder grilles, more-sharply creased
fenders and, save wagons, blockier rooflines. Making room for the downsized Cordoba,
LeBaron coupes moved to the What ultimately prolonged this design appeared as a mid special
called LeBaron Fifth Avenue Edition, a loaded four-door with throwback styling in the image of
the like-named R-body New Yorker. When the latter was canceled and a new front-drive LeBaron
instituted for '82, this one model, kept on as a "downsized" New Yorker, showed increasing
sales strength as the market recovered from its early-decade doldrums. By , it was simply Fifth
Avenue and up to over 79, produced -- a figure that neared , the next year. Remarkably, the Fifth
Avenue was still bringing in over 70, orders per year as late as There was no mystery in this. A
lot of folks still craved traditional rear-drive American luxury. Yes, the Fifth Avenue was terribly
outmoded by , but as tooling costs had long been amortized, Chrysler could keep prices
reasonable despite pressures to the contrary , which hardly dampened demand. In all, this car
was a pleasant surprise success for Chrysler. Meanwhile, Iacocca presided over a remarkable
resurgence that put Chrysler Corporation solidly back in the black by The company even paid
all its creditors ahead of time, without ever resorting to federal backup. Chrysler versions
followed for '82; by decade's end they'd constitute virtually the entire line. First up were smaller
LeBarons: base and Medallion coupes and sedans on the Power came from Chrysler's own
newly designed 2. Iacocca also issued CV-based long models recalling the s and '50s. These
comprised a five-passenger Executive Sedan on a inch wheelbase and a seven-seat limousine
on a inch chassis -- the first "carriage trade" Chryslers since the last Stageway Imperial
limousines of They sold in modest numbers through , mainly to fancy hotels and airport limo
services. Chrysler then gave up on them as just so much bother. The CV LeBarons continued
through with only minor styling and mechanical changes. A stroked 2. The line quickly
established itself as Chrysler's top period seller, garnering around , orders annually. Next in the
line of K-based Chryslers was a stretched four-door, originally named "Gran LeBaron" but
announced for under the prosaic title of E-Class, a reference to its E-body platform. Though
riding a three-inch longer wheelbase, the E-Class was much like the CV LeBaron save revised
rear-quarter styling, a roomier back seat, and slightly higher prices. But it failed to catch on -- at
least as a Chrysler product. After and some 80, examples, it was badge-engineered into
Plymouth and Dodge models that sold somewhat better as "new-age" family cars. A
more-successful spinoff was the first front-drive New Yorker. Bowing at mid, this was an
E-Class with more class -- or what passed for it at the time. Taking a cue from Fifth Avenue
sales, stylists gave the E-body a blind-quarter padded vinyl roof, a more-upright vertical-bar
grille, extra chrome accents, even "opera lamps" a '70s throwback. There was also a
more-uptown interior with Mark Cross leather upholstery introduced with the LeBaron
convertible and high-tech tricks like an irritating Electronic Voice Alert, a "back-seat driver" with
a synthesized voice that nagged you from within the instrument panel when your "key is in the
ignition" or "a door is ajar. The car itself lasted longer, generating some 60, sales through , after
which it departed for a more-impressive New Yorker. The former, new for '84, was a sleek
"fasthatch" design on an abbreviated A near-identical twin to the reborn Dodge Daytona
introduced alongside it, the Laser was a sporty, if somewhat crude performer in turbo form and
practical in any guise. But it may have been a little much for most Chrysler types, because the
Daytona always outsold it. As Dodge was reasserting its claim as the corporation's
"performance" division, Chrysler-Plymouth dealers lost the Laser after , though they got
something more salable to replace it. GTS, a addition, was a very different LeBaron: a smooth
hatchback four-door aimed at America's increasingly affluent baby-boomers and their growing

preference for premium European sedans. As usual, there was a duplicate Dodge, the Lancer.
Both shared the same new H-body and the usual K-car underpinnings on a Available engines
were the now-familiar assortment of Chrysler-built four-cylinder units teamed with five-speed
overdrive manual and TorqueFlite automatic transaxles. Though no threat to the likes of BMW
and Mercedes, the LeBaron GTS was a competent all-around tourer, surprisingly roomy and
quite versatile like Laser, its back seat folded down for extra cargo space. For , GTS referred
only to a top-spec 2. As if buyers weren't already bewildered by so many LeBarons, Chrysler
introduced two more for a new J-body coupe and convertible to replace the previous CV styles.
Chrysler's design staff, under new chief Tom Gale, gave them rounded, GTS-type contours, a
clean yet dignified hidden-headlamp nose, and a shapely tail with full-width light panel. From
the rear, the coupe was nicely reminiscent of Studebaker's Avanti. The convertible looked great
from any angle, especially with the top down. Though the CV wheelbase was retained, the
J-model's inner structure related more to Daytona than K-car. By now, corporate planners were
seeking to reestablish Chrysler as their premium make, so there were no divisional doubles of
these LeBarons. Instead, Chrysler gave up the Laser, and the Daytona continued as a Dodge
exclusive. This strategy helped the Daytona less than the LeBaron Js, which got off to a strong
sales start at nearly 83, units. New Yorker figured in another name game for fully revised on the
new There were no major chassis innovations at first, but there was a new engine: a smooth
bhp 3. Styling was clean but archly conservative -- really a cautious update of the Fifth Avenue
and, again, reportedly dictated by chairman Iacocca himself. Handling and performance were
nothing special, but these were merely traditional luxury cars of a trimmer, more-efficient sort -really, no bad thing to be. And Chrysler made them better for with standard all-disc brakes and a
new four-speed automatic transaxle that gave Highland Park another industry first with its fully
adaptive electronic shift control. Other new features for the New Yorker nameplate's 50th year
included options such as antitheft alarm system, power front seatback recliners, and
two-position "memory" power driver's seat, plus a revised electronic instrument cluster.
Plymouth's new Acclaim compact implied an upscale Chrysler version. Sure enough, it arrived
in January to take over for the departed LeBaron hatchback. A blocky "trunked" four-door with
smoothed-off edges, it was essentially a gussied-up Acclaim that could pass as a pint-size New
Yorker with optional bright trim, vinyl-roof toppings, and a standard bhp V The K-car's 2. The
only option was a bhp turbo version for LeBaron coupes and convertibles. Those J-body cars
received a modernized dash for Also new for the Js was a 2. Power was unchanged from the
previous "Turbo II" bhp , but VNT reduced throttle lag by optimizing exhaust-gas flow to the
turbocharger with a set of radial vanes that could be angled by computer control according to
throttle position and engine speed. Symbolic of Chrysler's s fortunes was its first-ever
production two-seater. Awkwardly named Chrysler's TC by Maserati, it was first shown in mid
as the "Q-coupe" but was delayed by numerous problems to a late debut as an '89 model.
Maserati, of course, is the well-known Italian sports-car maker in which Chrysler had lately
acquired a minority interest, but its main role in this joint venture was simply to build Chrysler's
design. Almost too predictably, the TC was yet another K-clone: a shortened Powerteams
involved a special bhp turbocharged 2. The customer's only other choice was paint color, since
the TC was conceived as a fully equipped "one-price" model. Included were the expected
leather upholstery and full power assists, but also all-disc antilock brakes, manual soft top with
heated-glass rear window, and a removable hardtop made of sheet-molding compound. The last
had a nostalgic styling touch: rear-quarter portholes, recalling the '56 Thunderbird and the
earliest days of Iacocca's career at Ford. Despite all this, the TC bombed. Its similarity to the
much cheaper LeBaron convertible was too obvious; and handling, refinement, and
performance were undistinguished for a car of its price. The edition was unchanged except for
adding a wood-rimmed steering wheel with airbag and a 3. Production soon ended at some total
units. A few s were retailed into '91, again at fire-sale prices. Meanwhile, the old rear-drive
M-body Fifth Avenue was finally retired for a new Y-body model, essentially the latest front-drive
New Yorker stretched to a Styling displayed the usual "formal" cues, though hidden headlamps
were a nice change and there were gadgets galore. Under the hood sat a new Chrysler V a 3. But
the real surprise was yet another reborn Imperial, this one a more-deluxe Fifth Avenue
measuring four inches longer overall. An upright grille announced it, and the familiar Imperial
eagle badges appeared on the tail and roof. Worse, both were narrower and less roomy than
Cadillac's recently enlarged DeVille. And Chrysler charged extra for antilock brakes that Lincoln
included on its Continental sedan. With all this, the Y-body twins were not huge sellers. The
Fifth Avenue claimed a respectable 44, model-year sales, but Imperial managed fewer than 15,
To no one's surprise, it was a minivan. With every minivan an easy sale -- and often loaded with
profitable extras -- a luxury version was a logical addition to the Chrysler lineup. The sole
powertrain was a bhp 3. Chrysler's future was in doubt in Incredibly, Chrysler was again flirting

with disaster in a market turned sour once more, but this time there was no question of a
government rescue. Chrysler's latest woes were clearly of its own doing. They stemmed from a
mid-'80s spending spree amid windfall earnings, mainly from minivans. Optimistically, Iacocca
decided that if GM could acquire Hughes Electronics, Chrysler should buy its own aerospace
company -- say, Gulfstream Aviation. Trouble was, Chrysler's purchase cost far more than GM's
in relation to total assets, and Gulfstream ultimately proved of little direct benefit. Chrysler
spent billions more to acquire American Motors in , landing the lucrative Jeep franchise, but
assuming a mountain of debt it could ill-afford. Worse, these and other overreaching moves
diverted funds that might have been better used to improve Chrysler's own products and plants.
As a result, the company was woefully unprepared when a sharp recession hit in , and sales,
earnings, and cash reserves all dropped alarmingly. As part of its s "diversification," Chrysler
split off its vehicle business as a separate Chrysler Motors unit in But this was an
organizational indulgence, and it lasted only five years. In the meantime, the firm began losing
the key executives who'd helped engineer its early-'80s comeback, the former Iacocca
colleagues from Ford who'd been serving as presidents and chairmen of Chrysler Motors. First
to go was minivan "father" Harold Sperlich in ; financial whiz Gerald Greenwald and Bennett
Bidwell resigned two years later. These departures ushered in Robert Lutz as president of
Chrysler Motors in Three years later, he became overall president of a reunified Chrysler
Corporation. Lutz arrived in the nick of time. A knowledgeable "car guy" with top-level executive
experience at Opel, BMW, and Ford Europe, he knew even better than Iacocca that consumer
tastes had changed greatly and that Chrysler had to change with them -- fast. That not only
meant more-contemporary, "international" vehicles but a whole new way of designing, building,
and selling them. With Iacocca's endorsement, Chrysler began shedding noncore businesses
like Gulfstream while forming "cross-functional platform teams" charged with creating superior
cars and trucks -- and getting them to market in three years or less instead of the usual four or
five. Under the "team concept," designers, engineers, production experts, and marketing talent
would work together from day one to ensure their products were on target with buyers for
features, cost, and quality. The idea was to minimize the delays, mistakes, confusion, and "turf
battles" that often arise when people work on separate pieces of the same project. The decision
to produce the hot Dodge Viper sports car provided a timely opportunity to test the new
approach on a manageably small scale. It worked beautifully, and the team concept was quickly
adopted for all future-product programs. Chrysler also began forging closer alliances with its
many suppliers by including them as members of the various teams. With these and other
departures from Detroit tradition, the company liked to say it was "reinventing" itself, hoping to
become a "New New Chrysler Corporation" able to make timely, right moves to survive and
even thrive in a now vastly changed automotive world. Toward that end, chairman Iacocca was
finally persuaded to step down, something he'd resisted for years. Though Lutz was the
obvious heir apparent, Iacocca got in one last surprise by handing the job to Robert Eaton in
early Eaton was a shrewd choice. He came directly from GM Europe, which had recently come
back strong under his command, and his low-key manner made a nice contrast with the often
outspoken Lutz. To his credit, Lutz agreed to stay on and give his all for the new chairman. They
made a formidable team. Of course, massive change doesn't happen overnight, so the early '90s
were transition years for the Chrysler line. Existing models were kept on only until replacements
were ready, which would be remarkably soon. Some of the old stuff was treated with "benign
neglect. Sales faded in both cases. Imperial dropped under 12, for '91, then to and a final or so.
Fifth Avenue held up better, scoring no worse than just under 30, in its last model year. Still,
against Cadillac and Lincoln, these cars were only a token luxury presence for the Chrysler
brand, and in looks and driving feel they were about as modern as a leisure suit. The same
could be said for the C-body New Yorker, which lost its spiffy Landau version for , then got a
nearly imperceptible facelift before closing out as a single '93 model all but identical with the
Dodge Dynasty. LeBarons were fiddled with during this period, but not drastically changed. The
J-body line was rearranged for '91, then added optional antilock brakes for '92, when the A-body
sedan expanded to base, LX, and Landau models. Two-doors got a nice facelift for '93, showing
new grilles and exposed headlamps. At the same time, the LX sedan departed and the base
model was renamed LE. Coupes and four-cylinder power disappeared for '94, leaving the two
sedans and one GTC convertible with standard V Only the ragtop returned for '95, after which
the LeBaron name was finally put to rest at least so far. Though sales declined with all models,
the J-body two-doors fared a little better. Heralding Chrysler's next generation was the
front-drive Concorde sedan, the replacement for the C-body New Yorker. Though billed as an
intermediate car, it was really a full-size, standing nearly 17 feet long on a rangy inch
wheelbase. All-independent suspension and no-cost antilock brakes recalled Chrysler's glory
days. So did appearance. With its new "LH" platform still a "unibody," of course , Concorde

introduced "cab forward" styling that made for vast interior space and a sleek, even daring, new
look -- a refreshing break from boxiness. For the first time in nearly 40 years, Chrysler could
claim industry design leadership. Though Concorde's form was shared by divisional sisters
Dodge Intrepid and Eagle Vision, Chrysler wisely made sure there were enough differences
among the three to avoid the possibility of buyer confusion. Essentially, cab-forward
lengthened the greenhouse and pushed the wheels out closer to the car's corners, resulting in a
stubby deck, foreshortened nose, and purposeful wide-track stance though a longitudinal
engine dictated lengthy front overhang. General design thinking had been moving in this
direction, so cab-forward was not entirely new or unique to Chrysler. But nobody would it use
more. Included were front bucket seats, shift console, tachometer, dual airbags, full power
assists, and other amenities. Power came from one of two V-6s. The pushrod 3. Optional was a
new 3. Both were mated with four-speed automatic transaxle. Key options included electronic
traction control, a firmer "touring" suspension with performance tires, leather interior, and an
innovative built-in child safety seat that flipped out from the rear backrest. Though advertised
as "the renaissance of the American car," Concorde was assembled in Canada, as Chrysler was
obliged to note in fine print. It was just another sign that the auto world had become a small one
after all. Fortunately, they were the solid success the company needed. Concorde alone scored
debut model-year production of 56,, and its volume was nearly 86, No big changes occurred for
'95, though trim levels expanded to LX and posher LXi. Both rode the Concorde wheelbase but
stretched nearly five inches longer overall, hence their internal designation " Styling was
naturally in the wedgy cab-forward mold, but a more-orthodox face and upright rear roofline
imparted formality without stuffiness. Graceful reverse-curve C-posts, allegedly inspired by
late-'30s Bugattis, combined with a setback rear seat for near-limousine legroom. LHS was the
sporty version, aiming at affluent "boomers" with front buckets, shift console, leather interior,
firmer touring suspension and less exterior flash. New Yorker was for more-conservative folks,
delivering a front bench seat, column shift, cloth trim, relatively soft damping, and a little more
outside chrome. Both models carried the twincam 3. Combined volume was excellent at nearly
83, for debut '94, far above anything the Y-body had managed. Ads playfully admitted that some
past Chryslers had been "barges" -- but not these two. Not since the '50s had Chryslers
changed so much in just one year -- or so much for the better. The s carried into essentially
unchanged. LHS added an optional power moonroof during the '94 run. New Yorker got a
standard premium audio system and touring suspension for ' But with sales still greatly
favoring LHS, Chrysler decided to drop the New Yorker after a short model run, thus ending a
veteran American nameplate after 57 eventful years. A new link with Chrysler's past appeared
on models, as the corporate pentastar gave way to the make's original "rose" emblems, revived
after a year absence. It was a pleasant surprise, but no less so than that year's new Cirrus, the
cab-forward replacement for the A-body LeBaron sedan. Once again, Chrysler played fast and
loose with semantics, labeling Cirrus a compact even though dimensions were close to
intermediate and even full-size. A inch wheelbase, for example, put Cirrus just 2. Its overall
length of inches wasn't that "compact," either. All this made Cirrus relatively vast inside, and it
looked even bolder than bigger cab-forwards, though not everyone liked the low, jutting,
vertical-bar grille. What people did approve was the taut, assured handling of its new
wide-stance "JA" platform, again with all-independent suspension, standard antilock brakes
and speed-variable power steering. The only engine for '95 was a Mitsubishi-based 2. This
continued on the posh LXi but was optional for the '96 LX, which switched to a standard
twincam four, a new Chrysler-designed 2. The LXi added power driver's seat in a
leather-trimmed interior, remote keyless entry, and antitheft alarm, plus touring suspension with
performance tires on alloy wheels. In all, Cirrus was another impressive new Chrysler -- and
appealing value with base prices in the mid-to-high teens. A rather different '95 newcomer was
the Sebring coupe, a luxury edition of the year-old Dodge Avenger. Replacing the J-body
LeBaron coupe, it wasn't technically an American car, as its foundation was the
Japanese-designed Mitsubishi Galant sedan platform with But the snazzy two-door body was
styled with Chrysler input, and the base LX model came with a Chrysler's own 2. Mitsubishi's 2.
The Sebring coupe was also American-made, built exclusively for the U. A shrinking coupe
market didn't help, but neither did the few changes that occurred over five model years, the
most visible being a modest facelift. As a result, calendar-year sales ran 25,, through , then
plunged below 13, More successful was the Chrysler Sebring convertible that bowed in early to
replace the drop-top LeBaron. Unlike the coupe, this Sebring was pure Chrysler, sharing
powertrains and a basic platform with the Cirrus sedan. Here, too, cab-forward styling
contributed to uncommon interior space, with genuinely comfortable rear seating for two adults,
the best of most any affordable ragtop around. Though no sports car, the Sebring convertible
was a pleasant driver on highway and byway alike. There was curiously little difference in power

between the two models: bhp from a 2. Performance was sedate either way, thanks in part to
mandatory automatic transmission, but Chrysler upped the fun quotient a bit for '97 by adding a
new "AutoStick" feature to its V-6 models. A separate slot on the selector quadrant allowed the
driver to move the gears up and down manually. Though changed little more year-to-year than
Sebring coupes, the convertibles sold better and more consistently, pulling in around 50, orders
each calendar year through Like its LeBaron predecessor, a good many went to rental
companies in sunbelt areas like Florida, Southern California, and Arizona, so Chrysler retained
title to America's most-popular "rent-a-vertible. Cirrus, too, seemed stuck in a time warp, its
six-year run marked by annual equipment shuffles -- including a here today, gone tomorrow
four-cylinder engine. An exception was the '99 edition, which sported a larger grille adorned
with a broad winged badge in bright chrome, a new Chrysler-brand signature being phased-in
throughout the line. Calendar-year sales see-sawed from the low to high 30,s, a fairly lackluster
showing for a mainstream sedan. The related Dodge Stratus did much better business, helped
by lower prices and more-aggressive marketing. Optional all-wheel drive arrived for , a boon for
"snowbelt" mobility that attracted few orders. Only new-design wheels marked the '93s. For '94,
the optional 3. Chrysler also installed door guard beams per new federal rules for side-impact
protection, and offered the industry's first integrated child safety seat at extra cost. Adding
safety features, especially airbags, were a big sales help to all Chrysler minivans in these years.
The government may have mandated front "passive restraints," but there were several ways to
meet the requirement, and the public showed a marked preference for airbags over motorized
front shoulder belts or "passive" three-point harnesses. Chrysler recognized this sooner than
Ford or GM, and was quicker to offer airbags throughout its corporate fleet without waiting until
model replacement time. It was a particularly shrewd thing to do for minivans, many of which
were purchased by parents who naturally wanted the safest possible vehicle for their children.
Other makers had no choice but to follow Chrysler's lead, something that hadn't occurred in
decades. Though not a breakthrough like the originals, the new "NS" models preserved all their
winning attributes and added some of their own, including sleeker styling, more available
power, and thoughtful family-oriented features like "Easy-Out" second- and third-row seats with
built-in rollers and the industry's first driver's-side sliding rear door. The latter proved so
popular that the company eventually built all its minivans that way. As ever, minivans remained
vital to the health of the Chrysler marque, amounting to percent of the brand's total car sales in
this period. Demand for nonminivan Chryslers jumped 25 percent in calendar , and a
dramatically redesigned Concorde was one reason. Wheelbase was not changed, but most
everything else was. A wide, Ferrari-like eggcrate grille announced handsome new cab-forward
styling that added 7. Yet despite that and a much stiffer structure, the new Concorde weighed
about the same as the old, thanks to the use of aluminum for the hood, some rear suspension
components, and two new Chrysler-bred V-6s. The base LX model used a 2. Engineers worked
hard to reduce the noise, vibration, and harshness criticized in previous LH models, but didn't
entirely succeed. And workmanship, though visibly improved, still wasn't up to snuff. Prices
held steady, but only with skimping on the quality of some materials, especially inside. But
though sales jumped more than 67 percent for calendar '98 to nearly 65,, buyers seemed to lose
interest after that, and volume steadily declined, skidding to under 26, by calendar An
increasingly rough market was partly to blame, but so were some new public-relations gaffes
described further on. A new Concorde implied a redesigned LHS, and it arrived as an early
entry. But the big surprise was a sportier sister audaciously reviving the famed letter-series line
after nearly 35 years. Called M, it wore specific front and rear styling that made it 10 inches
shorter overall than the LHS. And instead of being a luxury cruiser, the M presented itself a
serious "driver's car" of the European sports sedan school. It was even designed for sale in
Europe, where regulations dictated the trimmer size. Both models came with front bucket seats
and an automatic transmission married to a new single-cam 3. Despite all this, the M was
nothing like the "beautiful brutes" of old. Not only was it slower -- a so-so 7. But the M could
"out-stop" any of its forebears and leave them gasping on a twisty road. It was also built miles
better, if nowhere near as well as the Eurosedans it sought to challenge. The M immediately
outsold the LHS, by more than 2-to-1 in calendar '99 and with some , units combined. Heeding
the market, Chrysler dropped the LHS after , though it gave '02 Concordes a similar nose
treatment, plus a top-line Limited model offering most LHS features at a lower price. The M
maintained its sales pace into calendar , then fell nearly 28 percent in ' But that was no help,
and calendar-year sales showed double-digit losses through The cab-forward Ms then stepped
aside for very different s that we'll come to in due course. Consolidation was sweeping the
industry. Ford had purchased Britain's Jaguar and lately Volvo of Sweden. General Motors
controlled several Japanese makers and the automotive operations of Sweden's Saab. With the
big fish getting bigger, Chrysler chairman Bob Eaton began seeking a strategic partner to

insure his company's survival. The deal was all but sealed when he chanced to mention the idea
to D-B's hard-driving chairman, Jurgen Schrempp. Chrysler was the industry's
most-cost-efficient producer, a recognized leader in design and innovation, loaded with talent,
and had a strong asset in Jeep. Daimler boasted a formidable image, worldwide resources, and
the engineering prowess of Mercedes-Benz. Both companies were profitable, and getting
together promised numerous cost-saving "synergies" as well as lots of nifty new cars and
trucks. But what the parties proclaimed as a "merger of equals" was really a Trojan-horse
takeover. Though Eaton and Schrempp were nominal co-chairs of the new DaimlerChrysler, the
merger terms clearly favored Daimler. This contributed to a culture clash that delayed
combining operations beyond obvious functions like purchasing. Within a year, some Chrysler
hands said the American company was being "Germanized" into a mere division, something
Schrempp later conceded was part of his original plan -- which only aggravated ill feelings in
Michigan. Meantime, a number of Chrysler's best executives, designers, and engineers jumped
ship, including manufacturing wizard Dennis Pauley, president Tom Stallkamp, design chief
Tom Gale and, tellingly, former president Bob Lutz, who had largely masterminded Chrysler's
early-'90s turnaround and opposed the merger. Eaton, for his part, said he always believed the
merger was of equals, yet he, too, left, stepping down some 18 months before his term expired.
That left Schrempp to tackle a growing pile of vexing problems. First, sales of the cash-cow
Jeep Grand Cherokee sport-utility began slipping. Then minivans started lagging, forcing
Chrysler to offer more rebates and other costly consumer incentives to clear model inventories.
But that only stole sales that might have gone to the company's redesigned minivans, which
offered more features but cost more to build and thus carried higher prices. That was not what
buyers wanted, especially since the new models didn't look very different from the old ones.
Chrysler dangled more lures to spark sales, but competition was stronger than ever, so the new
minivans were a fairly tough sell. With all this and more, DC stock tumbled, losing half its value
by the end of versus its merger-time price, and some members of the DC board began
demanding that Schrempp be fired. Schrempp temporarily dodged that bullet and soon
dispatched a trusted deputy, Dieter Zetsche, to turn things around as the new CEO of what was
now called Chrysler Group. They moved decisively, shedding more plants and workers while
haggling for every last penny with parts suppliers. But they also made friends throughout the
Chrysler camp -- Zetsche in particular. Most of all, they put the rush on a stream of new cars
and trucks, plus show-stopping concepts that kept Chrysler in the news year after year. Trouble
was, the Mercedes-Benz division, once a perpetual profit machine, was now losing money too.
A weak dollar was partly to blame, but so was a series of image-tarnishing reliability and
workmanship troubles that hampered M-B sales in the vital U. Adding to the red ink was a costly
expansion of the Mercedes model line into mass-market price territory, especially the
money-losing European minicar misadventure ironically called Smart. Bernhard had been in line
for the latter post, but was passed over at the last minute and ended up at Volkswagen in
Wolfsburg. Plymouth had been one of the first victims of the Chrysler-Daimler union, consigned
to history after the model run as a money-saving measure. But the make lived on in spirit for a
time, as its Voyager minivans and Prowler neo hot rod were promptly rebadged as Chryslers. Of
course, they were still sold by the same dealers, who were fast changing their signs to read
Chrysler-Jeep. Collectors may wish to note that the last Prowler was built on February 15, ,
bringing total production to 11, As one might expect, the buyer was a true Prowler fanatic,
already possessing no fewer than 14 other examples -- "one in every color," he said. A far more
affordable and practical retro-style Chrysler was the new-for PT Cruiser. Older folks tended to
see a useful compact wagon that looked faintly like a late-'30s Ford. The younger crowd simply
saw a way-cool ride. The EPA saw it two ways, classifying the Cruiser as a truck for corporate
fuel-economy purposes, a car for safety and emissions standards. But that was the beauty of it.
The PT Cruiser could be most anything to most anyone. Not surprisingly, it sold faster than any
Chrysler in history, racking up more than , orders through the end of , never mind
DaimlerChrysler's mounting, well-publicized troubles at the time. Still, a good many early
Cruisers sold well above sticker, as rabid demand bid up delivered prices by thousands.
Chrysler strained to keep up, expanding capacity at the PT plant in Mexico only a few months
after sales began. The PT Cruiser would have been a dandy way to revitalize Plymouth. In fact,
its basic concept originated with 's Plymouth Pronto show car. A follow-up, the two-door Pronto
Cruzer, previewed the eventual production design, attributed to a young whiz named Brian
Nesbitt working with Bill Dayton and John Bucci. Overseeing the project begun long before the
merger were Tom Gale, then Chrysler's vice president for product development; John Herlitz,
then design director; and design execs Trevor Creed who later replaced Gale and Neil Walling.
Interior design was supervised by veteran designer and respected auto historian Jeff Godshall.
But Nesbitt tended to get all the glory, and the PT's instant sales success largely explains why

he was soon recruited by General Motors to work similar magic there. The PT Cruiser wasn't big
on mechanical magic, just sound, modern engineering. For example, the sole powerplant at first
was Chrysler's now-familiar bhp 2. Offered in base, Touring, and leather-trimmed Limited
versions, the Cruiser scored for its high versatility, funky looks, and obvious potential for
personalization. Compact sport-utility size afforded fine room for four adults and all manner of
stuff. Chrysler claimed 26 possible configurations for the seats and multiposition rear cargo
shelf; the latter could even double as a picnic table. Acceleration was nothing special -- initially
around nine seconds mph with manual -- but the PT was pleasantly nimble and easy on the
bumps. It also belied the notion that Chrysler couldn't deliver quality. Even early examples were
solid and well-finished inside and out. Not all people liked the styling, but most did, including a
few professional designers. A more-contemporary look was considered, but likely wouldn't
have had as much impact. Chrysler joined in for '02, offering a "flame" decal package, a
"Woodie" version with simulated timber on the bodysides and liftgate, and a limited-production
"Dream Cruiser" with Inca Gold paint, chrome wheels, and a numbered dashboard plaque. PT
Turbo -- packing bhp later listed at and a mandatory AutoStick transmission. Also on hand were
a firmed-up suspension with inch wheels versus other models' 15s or 16s , four-wheel disc
brakes with antilock control optional for Touring and Limited , street-savvy monochrome
exterior, sport front seats, and specific interior trim. The quick one-two power play helped liven
sales, which went from a low, plateau to nearly , for calendar ' Included in that total were the
first PT Cruiser convertibles, introduced as early '05 models after a concept preview back in
Offered in the same trim levels as wagons, the droptop two-doors boasted a power-folding top
with heated glass window, split folding rear seat -- and far less luggage space. A integrated
structural hoop soared overhead behind the front seats; it looked ungainly, but helped make up
for slicing off the roof. Rigidity, in fact, was quite good for a modern convertible. PT volume
improved again for calendar , reaching nearly , For , the Cruiser got its first facelift, a subtle
redo involving the headlights, front fascia, and dashboard. Overshadowed by "PT Mania" in
were redesigned midsize Chryslers that now encompassed the sedans previously known as
Cirrus. Car and Driver likened the new four-door Sebring to a scaled-down M, but sportiness
wasn't its mission. Instead, refinement was the watchword, with a beefier, quieter structure; a
more-supple ride; and the safety of available curtain side airbags, which dropped from just
above the windows to protect occupants' heads in a side impact. Though styling became a bit
less cab forward, interior space remained exceptional for the class. A massaged 2. Helped by an
extra-long debut season, Sebring sedan sales almost doubled those of the final Cirrus at more
than 67, through the end of calendar Sebring convertibles were less visibly changed for '01
despite mostly new outer sheetmetal, but they got the same engines as sedans and, more
important, a thorough structural shoring-up. Calendar-year sales slipped to a little over 45,
units, but that wasn't bad for what proved to be a turbulent year for Chrysler Group and the
nation. Though also redesigned for , Sebring coupes remained more Mitsubishi than Chrysler,
sharing the platform of the Japanese company's latest Galant sedans and sporty Eclipse
models. That also meant the V-6 option was a 3. Dodge still offered its own versions, but now
called them Stratus, not Avenger. As with the Sebring line, the aim was to simplify marketing -and maybe reduce buyer confusion at last. For all the changes, however, Sebring coupe sales
remained modest at some 16, for calendar '01, though that was actually a bit above the '00 tally.
Chrysler then seemed to forget the Sebrings through , bothering only to shuffle features,
names, and occasionally styling elements while the Toyota Camry and Honda Accord nabbed
the lion's share of midsize-car sales year after year. The only signs of "progress" were a
moderate facelift and optional front side airbags for coupes and a bold new "big-mouth" face for
sedans and ragtops. The coupes, always very slow sellers, were discarded after '05, while other
Sebrings carried into '06 with hardly any change from Was Chrysler ceding the midsize war to
its American-made Japanese-brand rivals? It sure seemed so. But perhaps the company was
only biding its time until a more competitive replacement could be readied for around A far
more interesting Chrysler arrived in a slick two-seat semisports car marking the first tangible
result of the Daimler-Benz takeover. But its sharp Chrysler styling was just a new wrapper for an
older Mercedes, the vintage SLK, which was about to be replaced by a clean-sheet design.
Critics chided both Daimler and Chrysler for this evident hand me down, but the Crossfire had
much to recommend it. Of course, it helped that the Crossfire had a fixed fastback roof instead
of an expensive retractable hardtop, though Chrysler quickly catered to fresh-air fiends by
issuing a power-soft-top model in calendar ' It also helped that Mercedes had mostly amortized
the costs of powertrain and chassis components. And if those were no longer new, they were
still pretty impressive. As in the SLK, a bhp 3. The latter was preferred for drivability reasons,
and most U. Chrysler claimed it had made numerous technical tweaks for the Crossfire, but the
all-independent suspension, all-disc antilock brakes, recirculating-ball power steering, and

standard torso side airbags were all essentially the same as those of the SLK. One notable
upgrade concerned wheel diameters: 18 inches front and 19 rear versus 16s or 17s for SLKs.
There was no room for a spare, though, so a plug-in air compressor and a can of sealant were
provided. Another Crossfire distinction was the rear spoiler that popped up automatically -- and
rather noisily -- above 40 mph to aid high-speed stability; below 50 mph, it snugged itself back
into the deck. Sure enough, model-year introduced "blown" SRT-6 versions with the same bhp.
The initials stood for Street and Racing Technology, the recently formed in-house team charged
with developing higher-performance versions of chosen Chrysler Group products, not unlike
Mercedes' AMG. To handle their greater speed, SRT-6s were treated to an ultrafirm suspension
and "summer" tires versus all-season on specific multispoke wheels. Completing the package
were a cockpit trimmed in leather and suedelike Alcantara, plus a fixed rear spoiler of tastefully
modest size. By this point, nonsupercharged Crossfires offered a choice of base and Limited
trim. Chrysler hoped for 20, Crossfire sales each calendar year in America plus a few more in
Europe , but ended up with rather less: a mere in the abbreviated season, around 14, in '04 and
again in ' Though the "used Mercedes" hardware might have turned off more-knowledgeable
buyers, sales were probably hobbled more by pricing that looked out of whack for a Chrysler,
with all the bad vibes many people still attached to that name. Lukewarm press reviews hurt,
too. Though Chrysler resisted incentives on its new "halo" car, a nine-month backlog by early
forced deep discounts, which only further tarnished the car's image. As with most every Detroit
brand, trucks had assumed critical sales importance for Chrysler by the early s, though
Chrysler always sold more cars than trucks, at least through The feature was costly to engineer,
requiring a completely new undercarriage and leaving no room for optional all-wheel drive, but
this Chrysler Group exclusive was understandably popular, a timely innovation in the face of
freshly hatched import-brand competition. Meantime, Chrysler joined the fast-growing market
for so-called "crossover" wagons with Pacifica, arriving in as an early '04 entry. Like others in
this new category, it blended attributes of cars and sport-utility vehicles, but emphasized
comfort, convenience, and luxury more than most. Essentially, Pacifica was a reconfigured
Chrysler minivan and thus generally classified as a truck with a high-profile wagon-style
four-door body offering three-row seating for six in a format. Stow 'n Go was absent here, but
the seats did fold easily to form a long, flat cargo deck. Unfortunately, Pacifica ended up too
heavy for its bhp 3. Price was another issue, as most early units were loaded with options such
as leather upholstery, heated first- and second-row seats, power liftgate a recent minivan
addition , navigation system, satellite radio, and rear DVD entertainment. Initial sales were thus
as tepid as performance. Chrysler had simply misread the market, perhaps blinded by its stated
ambition to become a more-upscale "premium" brand. But sales turned around once production
was adjusted to include more front-drive models with fewer extras. Chrysler then broadened
offerings for , adding a base-trim model and a top-line Limited to bracket the original version,
which was renamed Touring. The base Pacifica was a five-passenger price-leader with a
second-row bench seat, a bhp 3. The initial marketing miscues tended to obscure a pleasant,
practical, family friendly vehicle. And to Chrysler's credit, every Pacifica came with antilock
brakes and load-leveling rear suspension. AWDs added standard curtain side airbags,
power-adjustable pedals, and tire-pressure monitor, all of which were also available for
front-drivers. Still, looking at sales through calendar '05, it's unclear whether this "sports
tourer" can earn a permanent place in the lineup. Perhaps it will, once people understand
exactly what it is. There was no misunderstanding the new sedans that barged in as early
entries. Rear-wheel drive was back. So was a Hemi V-8, though its only links to the past were
half-spherical combustion chambers and two pushrod-operated valves per cylinder. Styling,
directed by young hotshot Ralph Gillies, was in your face and proud of it: blocky, slab sided,
and not a little menacing, with a low "chopped-top" roof and a big, square eggcrate grille
intended to evoke memories of s letter-series s. It was a sweeping departure from cab forward
design, and the public loved it. Virtually overnight, the new became one of Detroit's hottest
sellers, flying out the door at a rate matched only by Ford's redesigned '05 Mustang -- more than
, in the first 13 months of production. Tearing up your own rulebook can be fraught with
hazards, but Zetsche and company knew what they were doing. Confirming the benefits of the
much-derided merger was a clean-sheet LX platform shared with Dodge's equally arresting
Magnum wagons and '06 Dodge Charger sedans. It was an open secret that much LX
engineering came from the respected Mercedes E-Class, but Chrysler took pains to point out
that all of its components were unique and would not bolt into an E-Class. Not that it mattered,
because the chassis had all the "right stuff. Out back was a five-link setup with separate shocks
and coil springs. Steering was controlled via a power rack-and-pinion unit. A final bonus from
the German connection was the all-wheel-drive setup that was offered on two of the six models.
Actually, the only major carryover components were two V-6 engines and an associated

four-speed automatic transmission, and even those were modified to suit their surroundings.
The base rear-drive used a bhp, 2. An equally familiar bhp 3. But what everyone wanted -- and
mostly bought -- was the Hemi. Sized at 5. Most road tests easily beat Chrysler's 6. So, too, the
magazine's observed fuel economy of Assisting with that was a new "Multi Displacement
System" exclusive to the 5. Like GM's similar Active Fuel Management, MDS would
automatically deactivate four cylinders under light throttle loads to reduce fuel consumption
wear and tear, too. It wasn't a huge fuel-saver, but it did work and was almost undetectable in
operation. V-6s were naturally tame by comparison. Car and Driver's rear-drive Touring clocked
7. Yet there wasn't much payback in actual fuel economy, suggesting the V-6s were
overmatched by the two-ton weight. But whether Hemi hot or V-6 sedate, every offered quiet,
comfortable cruising allied to confident road manners, and big interior space helped by a rangy
inch wheelbase. Craftsmanship marked a new high for Chrysler and equaled most anything in
the near-luxury class, foreign or domestic -- let alone the large-sedan competition. It's a worthy
rival for a variety of family cars and sporty sedans. Hunkering a half-inch lower on inch wheels
versus 18s , the SRT-8 packed a much-modified, higher-compression Hemi grown to 6. SRT
wasn't given to halfway measures, so most all the hardware was beefed-up or redesigned:
engine block, engine internals, intake and exhaust systems, transmission, rear-axle gearing no
AWD here , brakes, steering, and suspension. Even the anti-skid control was reprogrammed to
be less controlling at the driver's discretion -- and the traction control could now be fully
switched off, again to up the fun factor. Options were few, with curtain side airbags, navigation
system, sunroof, and satellite radio the major items. The car could stop just as well, and though
handling was even tauter and more assured, ride comfort was scarcely affected. Chrysler
further expanded the line for , adding two limousinelike Long Wheelbase models. The Touring
Long Wheelbase featured the 3. Both models were stretched six inches behind the front doors,
creating extensive rear legroom. Modified by Accubuilt, an Ohio-based specialty vehicle
manufacturer, the cars could be ordered with personalized features such as rear footrests,
lighted rear writing tables, volt power ports for computers or cell phones, and reading lights for
rear passengers. Though our story must end here, the reborn s are the kind of Chryslers old
Walter P. They suggest a bright future for the marque. Of course, nothing is certain in this
world, and complacency is an enemy of success, but we hope the s are just the first in a long
line of great new Chryslers. The Chrysler Imperial was a response to Cadillac, wisely avoiding
the. The Chrysler Airflow. The Chrysler Airflow was designed with aircraft principles in mind.
The Chrysler New Yorker was one of the last cars produced that year, before Chrysler shifted all
its production to the war effort. The Chrysler Hemi Engine. The Chrysler New Yorker carried the
first Detroit-built V-8 engine to achieve 1 horsepower per cubic inch. The Chrysler Newport
retired its extravagant fins after this model year, leaving behind the styling cues of Virgil Exner.
The Chrysler New Yorker underwent a wheelbase reductionfor model year , down to inches. See
more pictures of Chrysler cars. The Chrysler Corporation Restructures. The Chrysler made a
brief return in the early 70s, with the H. Lee Iacocca Arrives at Chrysler. The Chrysler Cordoba
reflected a new direction for Chrysler: the small car. On a inch wheelbase, it was smaller than
any other current Chrysler. The Chrysler Executive Limousine lasted only a few short years,
with most of its sales going to hotel and airport limousine services. Chrysler's TC by Maserati.
Robert Lutz Joins Chrysler. The Chrysler Concorde. The Chrysler M. Chrysler Merges with
Daimler-Benz. Formerly a Plymouth model, the Chrysler Prowler was removed from production
in The Chrysler PT Cruiser. The Chrysler PT Cruiser was an immediate, overwhelming success,
selling more than , units despite well-publicized troubles at Chrysler. The Redesigned Chrysler
Sebring. The Chrysler Crossfire. The Chrysler Pacifica and the New Chrysler The Chrysler Hemi
Engine Returns. The Chrysler C SRT-8 was built for fun, putting the driver in command of most
of its normally automatic features, including anti-skid control. Related Content " ". Chevrolet
Chevette. How Chevrolet Works. How a Concours d'Elegance Works. Large sedans are quickly
disappearing from dealership showrooms, but the Chrysler is one big four-door that continues
to solider on. It harkens back to a time when large American sedans powered by
big-displacement engines ruled the road. And when you put it next to its more modern rivals ,
you can really start to see its age. Buyers can choose from either a V-6 or a V-8 engine, the
latter of which is mighty powerful but guzzles fuel like a truck. Inside, the offers a spacious
cabin for four adults. Alternatively, the wide bench seat in back will easily accommodate three
kids. Although it would be a stretch to call it a sports sedan, the delivers a few driving thrills
and, unless you go with the sportier S , a controlled and easy ride. Chrysler has discontinued
the upscale Limited and C trims for , leaving just the Touring, Touring L, and S models. The
Touring L and S both receive some new standard equipment, such as front and rear parking
sensors, blind-spot monitoring, and rear-cross-traffic alert. Chrysler also made the Red S
Appearance package standard on the S this year. It includes gloss-black exterior trim, unique

inch wheels, and special badging. A Comfort Group package is now available on the top two
trims and brings leather upholstery, ventilated front seats, heated rear seats, a power
tilt-and-telescoping steering column, and more convenience features. The Popular Equipment
package adds in-dash navigation, SiriusXM satellite radio, and a nine-speaker stereo with a
subwoofer. We'd recommend the mid-range Touring L model, which bundles plenty of luxury
and convenience features at a reasonable price. It comes with the standard 3. We'd also spring
for the aforementioned Comfort Group pack because we think large sedans should provide a
certain level of plushness. If you want the V-8, you'll have to upgrade to the more expensive S,
which adds a stiffer suspension and, thus, a rougher ride. Shoppers should also take note of
the V-8's thirst for fuel. In the large-car segment, the Chrysler is unusual for its rear-wheel-drive
layout and its available Hemi V-8 engine with horsepower. All-wheel drive is optional but only
with the standard hp 3. In our testing, a rear-wheel-drive Vpowered S hustled to 60 mph in 6. A
Vpowered rear-driver netted a snappy 5. The is not a bad-handling car for its size. The helm isn't
the most talkative, but body roll is well controlled, and the chassis is willing to playâ€”as long
as you don't get overly aggressive. The stiffer suspension and inch wheels on the S make that
particular model ride a bit rough, which seems out of step with the 's near luxury mission. If
you're in the market for something comfy, stick to the Touring or Touring L. With the 3. Other
competitorsâ€”such as the Nissan Maxima â€”are simply more efficient. The did match its EPA
combined estimate of 30 mpg in our real-world testing, but the Toyota Avalon fared much better,
besting the Chrysler by 4 mpg. Order up the Hemi 5. The 's entry-level offering is the Touring. It
comes with cloth seats and few amenities. The fancier Touring L and S models boast far more
features, including power-adjustable front seats with heat and adjustable lumbar support,
dual-zone automatic climate control, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, leather seats, and
illuminated front and rear cupholders. Heated and ventilated front seats, heated rear seats, a
heated steering wheel, and a power-adjustable steering wheel are optional on all but the base
model. Chrysler utilizes soft-touch rubberized plastic with a leather-grain pattern to cover the
dashboard and upper door panels of every The texture feels nice but looks artificial. The interior
design is aging, and not gracefully. The Kia Cadenza simply outclasses the in this area. The ,
like just about every car in this
ford n tractor
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segment, manages to fit six carry-on boxes inside the trunk. With the rear seats folded, it
swallowed another We appreciate Chrysler's Uconnect infotainment system for its ease of use,
intuitive menu layout, and snappy performance. The 's standard 8. SiriusXM satellite radio is
also offered with a one-year trial period, and in-dash navigation is optional. Chrysler's
driver-assistance gear , bundled in the SafetyTec Plus package, is available for all but the base
model. Key safety features include:. Chrysler's warranty coverage for the is nothing special.
Some rivals offer similar packages, but the standout winner here is the Kia Cadenza, with up to
10 years or , miles of coverage. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Drew Dorian. View
Photos. More on the Chrysler The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Chrysler. Chrysler Chrysler SRT.

